Lessons learned from IDeAl
33 recommendations from the IDeAl‐Net
about design and analysis of small population clinical trials(*)
Ralf‐Dieter Hilgers(1), Holger Dette(2), Franz König(3), France Mentré(4), Stephen Senn(5), Mats Karlsson(6),
Malgorzata Bogdan(7), Carl‐Fredrik Burman(8), Geert Molenberghs(9), Christoph Male(3)
Background: IDeAl (Integrated designs and analysis of small population clinical trials) is an EU funded project developing new
statistical design and analysis methodologies for clinical trials in small population groups. Here we provide an overview of
IDeAl findings and give recommendations to applied researchers.

Malgorzata Bogdan „We
developed new methods for
identifying biomarkers and
prognostic scores based on
high dimensional genetic
data in small population
group trials. “ (R11‐13)

Carl‐Fredrik Burman „We
evaluated how to optimise the
overall value of drug
developmentCto patients, to
regulators and to society under
opacity in regulatory and payer
rules as well as in very rare
diseases.“ (R1‐R4)

Mats Karlsson „We
developed new methods for
sample size calculation, type
1 error control, model
averaging and parameter
precision in small populations
group trials within non‐linear
mixed effects modelling.“
(R5‐R7)

Decision theory
R1‐R4

Stephen Senn „We
developed approaches to
planning and analysing
trials for identifying
individual response and
examining treatment
effects in small
populations.“ (R26‐29)
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Geert Molenberghs „We
developed methodology to
evaluate potential surrogate
markers and to analyse data
from a small numbers of small
trials, with emphasis on fast
and easy computational
strategies.“ (R14‐R19)

Ralf‐Dieter Hilgers „We
developed a new methodology
for the selection of the best
practice randomization
procedure and subsequent
analysis for a small population
clinical trial taking possible bias
into account .“ (R20‐R22)

France Mentré „We
developed design evaluation
methods enabling small
clinical trials to be analysed
through modelling of
continuous or discrete
longitudinal outcomes.“ (R8‐
R10)

Franz König „We developed
statistical methods to adapt
the significance level and
C
allow confirmatory decision‐
making in clinical trials with
vulnerable, small
populations.” (R23‐R25)

Holger
Dette
„We
developed a new optimized
design and analysis strategy
for
comparing
dose
response
profiles
to
extrapolate clinical trial
results from a large to a
small population.“ (R30‐
R33)

Conclusion: IDeAl has brought major progress to the designs and analysis of small population clinical trials resulting in 33
recommendations for improved statistical methodologies. Some of the findings concern all areas of clinical trials while other
address specific research questions. The methods can be used in a wide range of small population clinical scenarios. Rigor
and thoughtful application will offer opportunities in clinical scenarios where trials are infeasible with the standard methods.
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